
1 Avid AirSpeed® Multi Stream
H.264 Option Kit Installation Guide

This guide provides information on how to install the AirSpeed Multi Stream H.264 Option 
Kit (7010-30270-01) to upgrade any AirSpeed Multi Stream system with an H.264 board.

Once you have installed the H.264 option, you should refer to the AirSpeed Multi Stream 
Rack Mount and Cabling Guide for information on how to rack mount the system, and cable 
it up. 

n After installing this option kit, in order for H.264 proxy to work, you must ensure that your 
AirSpeed Multi Stream application software is at least version 1.7 so that it supports the 
H.264 functionality and hardware. If you do not have version 1.7, you must upgrade the 
software.

For more information, see the following topics:

• “Unpacking and Inspecting the H.264 Upgrade Kit” on page 2

• “Performing the H.264 Option Installation” on page 4

Important Information

Avid recommends that you read all the information in this guide thoroughly before installing 
or using any new software release.

Important: Search the Avid Knowledge Base for the most up-to-date ReadMe file, or other 
user documentation, which contains the latest information that might have become available 
after the documentation was published.

The ReadMe describes compatibility issues with previous releases, hardware and software 
requirements, software installation instructions, and summary information on system and 
memory requirements. The ReadMe also lists hardware and software limitations.

n ReadMe files are not in the box. They can be found on the Download Center or the 
Knowledge Base as a PDF document (ReadMe.pdf). You should always check online for the 
most up-to-date release notes or ReadMe because the online version is updated whenever 
new information becomes available. To view these online versions, visit the Knowledge Base 
at www.avid.com/readme.
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c CAUTION: Electronic components. Observe ESD handling precautions while 
performing the processes at an anti static workstation. Wear grounded ESD wrist strap 
or heel straps.

Unpacking and Inspecting the H.264 Upgrade Kit

This topic provides information on how to unpack your H.264 Option kit and inspect it to 
verify that the components are not damaged in any way. 

n To complete the upgrade process, you also need to reinstall the AirSpeed Multi Stream 
application software (not included in the kit). You must have a copy of the software available 
to complete the upgrade. Once the software is reinstalled, you must then use the Hardware 
Diagnostics application (located in C:\Program Files > Avid > Avid AirSpeed Multi 
Stream> Utilities > Diagnostics) to confirm the hardware was installed correctly.

Unpack and Inspect Checklist

The following table provides a checklist of tasks that must be performed when unpacking 
and inspecting your AirSpeed Multi Stream H.264 Option kit.

Unpacking the H.264 Option Kit

Before you unpack your H.264 Option kit (7010-30270-01), make sure the location is free of 
clutter and dust.

To unpack your H.264 Option kit:

1. Open the box.

2. Unpack the components.

Avid recommends that you keep all packaging materials for at least 90 days. If you need 
to return a system to Avid Technology, Inc., the system must be repackaged in its 
original packaging material to ensure that there is no damage to the system during 
shipment.

Unpack your H.264 Option kit, as described in “Unpacking the H.264 Option Kit” on 
page 2.

Verify that you have all of the correct boxes and components, as described in “Verifying 
Components” on page 3.

Verify that the components are not damaged, as described in “Inspecting Components for 
Damage” on page 3.
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3. Once the items have been unpacked, visually inspect them to make sure that they do not 
appear to be damaged in any way.

4. The next step is to verify that you have received all of the items particular to your order. 
For more information, see “Verifying Components” on page 3.

Verifying Components

Once you have unpacked everything, verify that you have the following components:

• 1 PCA H.264 Encoder card (7030-30016-02) 

• 4 6-32x5/16” PPH 2-ACT screws (7760-03104-02)

• 1 “H.264 Option Kit Installed” label (7180-30045-04)

• 1 USB Cable (7070-30015-01)

• 4 1/2, nylon slotted set screws (7760-20182-01) (Not necessary for Production systems)

• 1 Avid AirSpeed Multi Stream H.264 Option Kit Installation Guide (0130-30445-01) 
This manual

n ReadMe files are not in the box. They can be found on the Download Center or the 
Knowledge Base as a PDF document (ReadMe.pdf). You should always check online for the 
most up-to-date release notes or ReadMe because the online version is updated whenever 
new information becomes available. To view these online versions, visit the Knowledge Base 
at www.avid.com/readme.

If you are missing any of these components, contact Avid Technical Support before 
proceeding.

The next step is to inspect the components for damage. For more information, see 
“Inspecting Components for Damage” on page 3.

Inspecting Components for Damage

Once you have verified that all of your components have been shipped, you must also verify 
that they are not damaged.

To inspect components for damage:

1. Visually inspect all of the hardware components listed in the section on the previous 
page to make sure that none of them were damaged during shipment. 

2. If you receive a hardware component that is damaged, contact Avid Technical Support.
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Performing the H.264 Option Installation

Once you have inspected your new upgrade components, you can install the H.264 option 
kit.

n It is also important that you have the correct tools available before you begin the process. 
For more information, see “Tool Required” on page 4.

When performing the upgrade, you must use the H.264 Option Installation checklist. It 
contains a high level process of the tasks involved in performing the upgrade, as well as 
cross-references to each associated procedure. For more information on the process, see 
“H.264 Option Installation Checklist” on page 4.

Tool Required

A #1 Phillips screwdriver (magnetic tip preferred) is required to perform the AirSpeed Multi 
Stream H.264 option kit installation. You must supply this tool yourself.

H.264 Option Installation Checklist

The following table provides a checklist of tasks that must be performed when adding the 
H.264 option to any AirSpeed Multi Stream model.

Unplug the cables from the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis, as described in “Unplugging 
the Cables” on page 5.

(Optional) Remove the media drives from the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis, as 
described in “(Optional) Removing the Media Drives” on page 5.

Remove the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis from the rack, as described in “Removing the 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Chassis from the Rack” on page 7.

Remove the top of the case from the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis, as described in 
“Removing the Top of the Case” on page 8.

Install the H.264 board, as described in “Installing the H.264 Card” on page 8.

Replace the top of the case, as described in the topic “Replacing the Top of the Case” on 
page 12.

Re-rack the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis in your rack, as described in AirSpeed Multi 
Stream Rack Mount and Cabling Guide

(Optional) If you have removed the media drives for the front of the chassis, reinsert the 
media drives in the proper order in the upgraded chassis, as described in “(Optional) 
Re-Inserting the Media Drives into the Chassis” on page 13.
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Unplugging the Cables

Once you have inspected the new parts for damage, you must next unplug the cables from 
the rear of the chassis. All cables, including the following must be unplugged from the rear 
of the chassis:

• SDI and Video Reference cables

• LTC In cables

• USB cables

• Ethernet cables

• Expansion port cables

• Remote serial cables

• Console cables

• VGA cables

• Power cords

Once the cables are removed, you must decide if you want to remove the four media drives 
from the chassis. For more information, see “(Optional) Removing the Media Drives” on 
page 5.

(Optional) Removing the Media Drives

Once you have unplugged the cables from the rear of the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis, 
you must next determine whether you want to remove the four media drives from the front of 
the chassis. 

This procedure is optional depending on whether you feel that you can lift the unit from the 
chassis. The media drives add to the weight of the chassis, and removing it from the rack 
might result in the chassis dropping into the rack. 

If you decide to leave the media drives in the chassis, proceed to the topic “Removing the 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Chassis from the Rack” on page 7.

Reconnect the cables to the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis, as described in the Avid 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Installation and User’s Guide.

Reinstall or upgrade the AirSpeed Multi Stream application software to a version that 
supports H.264 proxy encoding, as described in the topic “Installing a New AirSpeed 
Multi Stream Application Software Version” on page 14 that refers you to the exact 
topics as described in the Avid AirSpeed Multi Stream Installation and User’s Guide.
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To remove the media drives from the chassis:

1. Prior to removing the drives, identify each media drive by affixing a small label on each 
media drive’s handle and numbering them, from left to right, “1”, “2”, “3” and “4”. 

n These drives will need to be replaced in that exact drive slot order as they were removed 
from.

2. Pull the plastic handle (with drive size label) open, to unlock the drive from the slot.

3. Using the handle, pull the drive from the slot.

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3 until all media drives are removed from the chassis.

Once the drives are removed, you can remove the AirSpeed Multi Stream from the rack. 
For more information, see “Removing the AirSpeed Multi Stream Chassis from the 
Rack” on page 7.
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Removing the AirSpeed Multi Stream Chassis from the Rack

All Avid AirSpeed Multi Stream rack-mount components are supplied with rear mount rack 
supports (brackets). These can be left in the rack.

n You should have someone helping you lift the AirSpeed Multi Stream when removing it from 
the rack.

To remove the AirSpeed Multi Stream chassis from the rack:

1. Remove the rack ear covers on the rack ear clips.

If the front bezel is installed on the front of your chassis, you can leave it on.

2. Unscrew the chassis from the front of the rack through the ears of the chassis as shown 
in the following figure.

3. Lift the chassis and slide it off of the rear brackets.

4. Place the chassis in the location where you are going to perform the H.264 upgrade.
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Removing the Top of the Case

Once you have inspected the new parts, unplugged all cables, removed the drives, and 
removed the chassis from the rack, you are ready to remove the top of the case.

n The illustrations in this section depict an MPEG-2 HD model AirSpeed Multi Stream.

To remove the top of the case:

1. Using a #1 Phillips screwdriver, remove the eight (8) screws from the top of the case.

n Do not lose these screws. You will need them later. Keep them in a cup or dish so that they do 
not get lost!

2. Gently slide the top of the case to the rear of the chassis.

3. Place it aside.

4. The next step is to install the H.264 card. For more information, see the topic “Installing 
the H.264 Card” on page 8.

Installing the H.264 Card

This procedure contains information on how to install the H.264 card into the chassis. 

To install the H.264 card:

1. Move the white power connector from the Y Boot Drive power cable (7070-20080-01) 
and clear it from the four standoffs on the power supply cover plate, so that there is 
enough room to place the H.264 board on the standoffs without the cables getting in the 
way. 
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Following is an example of the white power connector from the Y Power cable as it 
should look after it is cleared from the standoffs:

2. With the top of the case off, do the following:

a. Line up the H.264 card with the standoffs.

b.  Use the four 6-32x5 screws (7760-03104-02) to attach the H.264 card to the four 
standoffs.
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c. Tighten the H.264 card to the standoffs on the power supply cover plate.

3. Connect the white power connector of the Y Boot Drive cable to the white 4-pin 
connector on the end of the H.264 board as shown in the following illustration: 
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4. (Option: For SD and DNxHD models manufactured before April 2010) If you have an 
AirSpeed Multi Stream SD or DNxHD model system that was manufactured before 
April 2010, it will not have the USB cable plugged into the motherboard. All other 
models should have the USB cable (7070-30015-01) connected to the motherboard. To 
connect the USB cable to the motherboard, do the following:

a. Remove the USB cable from the kit contents.

b. Plug either end of the USB cable (black 9-pin keyed connector) into Slot J40 on the 
motherboard.

n Make sure the missing pin in the connector lines up to the correct side of the 9-pin 
connection on the motherboard.

5. Plug the other end of the USB cable (7070-30015-01) into the black 9-pin connection on 
the H.264 board (7070-30016-02).
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n The USB connector is keyed and must be inserted the correct way, or it will not fit. Do not 
force it into the slots.

6. Route the cables around both sides of the H.264 board and through the notch so that the 
cables do not sit on top of the H.264 board and can be pushed beneath the VIO board 
and remain below where the top of the case will rest when it is replaced.

7. The next step is to replace the top of the case. For more information see “Replacing the 
Top of the Case” on page 12.

Replacing the Top of the Case

Once you have finished installing the H.264, you can replace the top of the case.

To replace the top of the case:

1. Gently lift the top of the case and slide it onto the chassis. 

2. Fasten the eight (8) case screws to the top of the case.
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3. Place the “H.264 Option Kit Installed” label (7180-30045-04) directly below the 
AirSpeed Multi Stream agency label as shown in the following picture.

4. Rack mount your chassis. For more information, see the AirSpeed Multi Stream Rack 
Mount and Cabling Guide, or the AirSpeed Multi Stream Installation and User’s Guide.

5. Once the chassis has been restored to the rack, the next step is to insert the media drives 
in the proper order. For more information, see “(Optional) Re-Inserting the Media 
Drives into the Chassis” on page 13.

(Optional) Re-Inserting the Media Drives into the Chassis

Once you have completed the H.264 upgrade, and replaced the chassis in the rack, if you 
have removed the media drives from the chassis, you can now re-insert the four (4) 
pre-labeled media drives into the chassis in the same slots as they were previously located.

To re-insert the Media drives into the chassis:

1. Insert the media drives into the chassis using the same slots from which they were 
removed.

n Make sure that the left-most slot receives the drive previously labeled as “1”, the second slot 
from the left receives the drive labeled “2”, the third slot from the left receives the drive 
labeled “3” and the far right slot receives the drive labeled “4”. 

2. Pull open the plastic handle (with drive size label) on the front of the drive.
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3. Place the drive into the slot and slowly push the drive completely into the slot.

4. Push the plastic handle (with drive size label) closed, to lock the drive into the slot.

5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for the other media drives. 

6. Reconnect all of the cables. For more information on connecting the cables, see the 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Rack Mount and Cabling Guide, or the AirSpeed Multi Stream 
Installation and User’s Guide.

Installing a New AirSpeed Multi Stream Application Software Version

Once you have completed the H.264 upgrade, replaced the chassis in the rack, and 
re-inserted your four (4) pre-labeled media drives into the chassis, you must install a new 
AirSpeed Multi Stream application software (minimum version 1.7) that supports H.264 
functionality and hardware, and then use the Hardware Diagnostics to confirm the new 
hardware is detected. 

For more information on:

•  Reinstalling the AirSpeed Multi Stream application software, see the topic “Installing 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Application Software” in the AirSpeed Multi Stream Installation 
and User’s Guide.

•  Using the Hardware Diagnostics to confirm the new hardware is detected, see 
“Appendix B - Performing Hardware Diagnostics” in the AirSpeed Multi Stream 
Installation and User’s Guide.
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Legal Notices

Product specifications are subject to change without notice and do not represent a 
commitment on the part of Avid Technology, Inc.

This product is subject to the terms and conditions of a software license agreement provided 
with the software. The product may only be used in accordance with the license agreement.

Avid products or portions thereof are protected by one or more of the following United 
States Patents: 5,267,351; 5,309,528; 5,355,450; 5,396,594; 5,440,348; 5,467,288; 
5,513,375; 5,528,310; 5,557,423; 5,577,190; 5,584,006; 5,640,601; 5,644,364; 5,654,737; 
5,724,605; 5,726,717; 5,745,637; 5,752,029; 5,754,851; 5,799,150; 5,812,216; 5,828,678; 
5,842,014; 5,852,435; 5,986,584; 5,999,406; 6,038,573; 6,069,668; 6,141,007; 6,211,869; 
6,532,043; 6,546,190; 6,596,031; 6,747,705; 6,763,523; 6,766,357; 6,847,373; 7,081,900; 
7,403,561; 7,433,519; 7,671,871; 7,684,096; D352,278; D372,478; D373,778; D392,267; 
D392,268; D392,269; D395,291; D396,853; D398,912. Other patents are pending.

Avid products or portions thereof are protected by one or more of the following European 
Patents: 0506870; 0635188; 0674414; 0752174; 1111910; 1629675. 
Other patents are pending.

This document is protected under copyright law. An authorized licensee of  may reproduce 
this publication for the licensee’s own use in learning how to use the software. This 
document may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, for commercial 
purposes, such as selling copies of this document or providing support or educational 
services to others. This document is supplied as a guide for . Reasonable care has been taken 
in preparing the information it contains. However, this document may contain omissions, 
technical inaccuracies, or typographical errors. Avid Technology, Inc. does not accept 
responsibility of any kind for customers’ losses due to the use of this document. Product 
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Copyright © 2010 Avid Technology, Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved.

The following disclaimer is required by Apple Computer, Inc.:

APPLE COMPUTER, INC. MAKES NO WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER, EITHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THIS PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES 
WITH RESPECT TO ITS MERCHANTABILITY OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES IS NOT 
PERMITTED BY SOME STATES. THE ABOVE EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO 
YOU. THIS WARRANTY PROVIDES YOU WITH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. THERE 
MAY BE OTHER RIGHTS THAT YOU MAY HAVE WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO 
STATE.
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The following disclaimer is required by Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics, Inc. for 
the use of their TIFF library:

Copyright © 1988–1997 Sam Leffler 
Copyright © 1991–1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software [i.e., the TIFF library] and 
its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that (i) the above 
copyright notices and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software and related 
documentation, and (ii) the names of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in 
any advertising or publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written 
permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS-IS” AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY 
KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF 
ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, 
DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The following disclaimer is required by the Independent JPEG Group:

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

This Software may contain components licensed under the following conditions:

Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted provided that the above 
copyright notice and this paragraph are duplicated in all such forms and that any 
documentation, advertising materials, and other materials related to such distribution and 
use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of California, Berkeley. 
The name of the University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from 
this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 
``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 by Jef Poskanzer. 
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any 
purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear 
in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in 
supporting documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied 
warranty. 

Copyright 1995, Trinity College Computing Center. Written by David Chappell. 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any 
purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear 
in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in 
supporting documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied 
warranty. 

Copyright 1996 Daniel Dardailler. 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software for any purpose is hereby 
granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that 
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, 
and that the name of Daniel Dardailler not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to 
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Daniel Dardailler 
makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided 
"as is" without express or implied warranty. 

Modifications Copyright 1999 Matt Koss, under the same license as above. 

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T. 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose without fee is 
hereby granted, provided that this entire notice is included in all copies of any software 
which is or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all copies of the 
supporting documentation for such software. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T 
MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING 
THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its 
contributors.

The following disclaimer is required by Nexidia Inc.:

© 2006 Nexidia.  All rights reserved.
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Manufactured under license from the Georgia Tech Research Corporation, U.S.A. Patent 
Pending.

The following disclaimer is required by Paradigm Matrix:

Portions of this software licensed from Paradigm Matrix.

The following disclaimer is required by Ray Sauers Associates, Inc.:

“Install-It” is licensed from Ray Sauers Associates, Inc. End-User is prohibited from taking 
any action to derive a source code equivalent of “Install-It,” including by reverse assembly or 
reverse compilation, Ray Sauers Associates, Inc. shall in no event be liable for any damages 
resulting from reseller’s failure to perform reseller’s obligation; or any damages arising from 
use or operation of reseller’s products or the software; or any other damages, including but 
not limited to, incidental, direct, indirect, special or consequential Damages including lost 
profits, or damages resulting from loss of use or inability to use reseller’s products or the 
software for any reason including copyright or patent infringement, or lost data, even if Ray 
Sauers Associates has been advised, knew or should have known of the possibility of such 
damages.

The following disclaimer is required by Videomedia, Inc.:

“Videomedia, Inc. makes no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, regarding this 
product, including warranties with respect to its merchantability or its fitness for any 
particular purpose.”

“This software contains V-LAN ver. 3.0 Command Protocols which communicate with 
V-LAN ver. 3.0 products developed by Videomedia, Inc. and V-LAN ver. 3.0 compatible 
products developed by third parties under license from Videomedia, Inc. Use of this software 
will allow “frame accurate” editing control of applicable videotape recorder decks, 
videodisc recorders/players and the like.” 

The following disclaimer is required by Altura Software, Inc. for the use of its 
Mac2Win software and Sample Source Code:

©1993–1998 Altura Software, Inc.

The following disclaimer is required by Ultimatte Corporation:

Certain real-time compositing capabilities are provided under a license of such technology 
from Ultimatte Corporation and are subject to copyright protection.

The following disclaimer is required by 3Prong.com Inc.:

Certain waveform and vector monitoring capabilities are provided under a license from 
3Prong.com Inc.
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The following disclaimer is required by Interplay Entertainment Corp.:

The “Interplay” name is used with the permission of Interplay Entertainment Corp., which 
bears no responsibility for Avid products.

This product includes portions of the Alloy Look & Feel software from Incors GmbH.

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/).

© DevelopMentor

This product may include the JCifs library, for which the following notice applies:

JCifs © Copyright 2004, The JCIFS Project, is licensed under LGPL 
(http://jcifs.samba.org/). See the LGPL.txt file in the Third Party Software directory on the 
installation CD.

Avid Interplay contains components licensed from LavanTech. These components may only 
be used as part of and in connection with Avid Interplay.

Trademarks

003, 192 Digital I/O, 192 I/O, 96 I/O, 96i I/O, Adrenaline, AirSpeed, ALEX, Alienbrain, 
AME, AniMatte, Archive, Archive II, Assistant Station, AudioPages, AudioStation, 
AutoLoop, AutoSync, Avid, Avid Active, Avid Advanced Response, Avid DNA, Avid 
DNxcel, Avid DNxHD, Avid DS Assist Station, Avid Liquid, Avid Media Engine, Avid 
Media Processor, Avid MEDIArray, Avid Mojo, Avid Remote Response, Avid Unity, Avid 
Unity ISIS, Avid VideoRAID, AvidRAID, AvidShare, AVIDstripe, AVX, Axiom, Beat 
Detective, Beauty Without The Bandwidth, Beyond Reality, BF Essentials, Bomb Factory, 
Boom, Bruno, C|24, CaptureManager, ChromaCurve, ChromaWheel, Cineractive Engine, 
Cineractive Player, Cineractive Viewer, Color Conductor, Command|24, Command|8, 
Conectiv, Control|24, Cosmonaut Voice, CountDown, d2, d3, DAE, Dazzle, 
Dazzle Digital Video Creator, D-Command, D-Control, Deko, DekoCast, D-Fi, D-fx, Digi 
003, DigiBase, DigiDelivery, Digidesign, Digidesign Audio Engine, Digidesign 
Development Partners, Digidesign Intelligent Noise Reduction, Digidesign TDM Bus, 
DigiLink, DigiMeter, DigiPanner, DigiProNet, DigiRack, DigiSerial, DigiSnake, 
DigiSystem, Digital Choreography, Digital Nonlinear Accelerator, DigiTest, DigiTranslator, 
DigiWear, DINR, DNxchange, DPP-1, D-Show, DSP Manager, DS-StorageCalc, DV 
Toolkit, DVD Complete, D-Verb, Eleven, EM, Euphonix, EUCON, EveryPhase, Expander, 
ExpertRender, Fader Pack, Fairchild, FastBreak, Fast Track, Film Cutter, FilmScribe, 
Flexevent, FluidMotion, Frame Chase, FXDeko, HD Core, HD Process, HDPack, 
Home-to-Hollywood, HYBRID, HyperControl, HyperSPACE, HyperSPACE HDCAM, 
iKnowledge, Image Independence, Impact, Improv, iNEWS, iNEWS Assign, iNEWS 
ControlAir, Instantwrite, Instinct, Intelligent Content Management, Intelligent Digital Actor 

http://www.apache.org/
http://www.apache.org/
http://jcifs.samba.org/
http://jcifs.samba.org/
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Technology, IntelliRender, Intelli-Sat, Intelli-sat Broadcasting Recording Manager, InterFX, 
Interplay, inTONE, Intraframe, iS Expander, ISIS, IsoSync, iS9, iS18, iS23, iS36, ISIS, 
IsoSync, KeyRig, KeyStudio, LaunchPad, LeaderPlus, LFX, Lightning, Link & Sync, 
ListSync, LKT-200, Lo-Fi, Luna, MachineControl, Magic Mask, Make Anything 
Hollywood, make manage move | media, Marquee, MassivePack, Massive Pack Pro, 
M-Audio, M-Audio Micro, Maxim, Mbox, Media Composer, MediaFlow, MediaLog, 
MediaMatch, MediaMix, Media Reader, Media Recorder, MEDIArray, MediaServer, 
MediaShare, MetaFuze, MetaSync, MicroTrack, MIDI I/O, Midiman, Mix Rack, MixLab, 
Moviebox, Moviestar, MultiShell, NaturalMatch, NewsCutter, NewsView, Nitris, NL3D, 
NLP, Nova, NRV-10 interFX, NSDOS, NSWIN, Octane, OMF, OMF Interchange, OMM, 
OnDVD, Open Media Framework, Open Media Management, Ozone, Ozonic, Painterly 
Effects, Palladium, Personal Q, PET, Pinnacle, Pinnacle DistanTV, Pinnacle GenieBox, 
Pinnacle HomeMusic, Pinnacle MediaSuite, Pinnacle Mobile Media, Pinnacle Scorefitter, 
Pinnacle Studio, Pinnacle Studio MovieBoard, Pinnacle Systems, Pinnacle VideoSpin, 
Podcast Factory, PowerSwap, PRE, ProControl, ProEncode, Profiler, Pro Tools LE, Pro 
Tools M-Powered, Pro Transfer, Pro Tools, QuickPunch, QuietDrive, 
Realtime Motion Synthesis, Recti-Fi, Reel Tape Delay, Reel Tape Flanger, Reel Tape 
Saturation, Reprise, Res Rocket Surfer, Reso, RetroLoop, Reverb One, ReVibe, Revolution, 
rS9, rS18, RTAS, Salesview, Sci-Fi, Scorch, Scorefitter, ScriptSync, 
SecureProductionEnvironment, Serv|LT, Serv|GT, Session, Shape-to-Shape, ShuttleCase, 
Sibelius, SIDON, SimulPlay, SimulRecord, Slightly Rude Compressor, Smack!, Soft 
SampleCell, Soft-Clip Limiter, Solaris, SoundReplacer, SPACE, SPACEShift, 
SpectraGraph, SpectraMatte, SteadyGlide, Streamfactory, Streamgenie, StreamRAID, 
Strike, Structure, Studiophile, SubCap, Sundance Digital, Sundance, SurroundScope, 
Symphony, SYNC HD, Synchronic, SynchroScope, SYNC I/O, Syntax, TDM FlexCable, 
TechFlix, Tel-Ray, Thunder, Titansync, Titan, TL Aggro, TL AutoPan, TL Drum Rehab, 
TL Everyphase, TL Fauxlder, TL In Tune, TL MasterMeter, TL Metro, TL Space, TL 
Utilities, tools for storytellers, Torq, Torq Xponent, Transfuser, Transit, TransJammer, 
Trigger Finger, Trillium Lane Labs, TruTouch, UnityRAID, Vari-Fi, Velvet, Video the Web 
Way, VideoRAID, VideoSPACE, VideoSpin, VTEM, Work-N-Play, Xdeck, X-Form, Xmon, 
XPAND!, Xponent, X-Session, and X-Session Pro are either registered trademarks or 
trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
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